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Abstract
The growing demand for human-independent comfortable lifestyle has emboldened the development of smart home. A
typical keenly intellective home includes many Internet of things contrivances that engender processes and immensely
colossal data to efficiently handle its users’ demands. This incrementing demand raises a plethora of concern cognate to
a smart home system in terms of scalability, efficiency, and security. All these issues are tedious to manage, and the exist-
ing studies lack the granularity for surmounting them. Considering such a requisite of security and efficiency as a quand-
ary at hand, this article presents a secure and efficient smart home architecture, which incorporates the blockchain and
the cloud computing technologies for a cumulated solution. Because of the decentralized nature of blockchain technol-
ogy, it can serve the processing services and make the transaction copy of the collected sensible user data from smart
home. To ensure the security of smart home network, our proposed model utilizes the multivariate correlation analysis
technique to analyze the network traffic and identify the correlation between traffic features. We have evaluated the per-
formance of our proposed architecture using different parameters like throughput and discovered that blockchain is an
efficient security solution for the future Internet of things network.
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Introduction

The amelioration of the Internet of things (IoT) in the
day-to-day life is able to connect an immensely colossal
number of smart devices such as sensors, cameras,
phones, and many smart home appliances. Radio fre-
quency and sensor network innovations have incenti-
vized many IoT applications to build smart homes in
the recent years. Smart home applications integrate the
smartness into a residence in order to make a situation
for occupants comfortable and safety.1 R Lutolf defines
the concept of smart home in his research article.
According to him, the smart home is an integration of
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various services within home by using a common com-
munication system. It also guarantees the economical,
comfortable services and security with a high degree of
flexibility and smart functionality.2 The smart home-
cognate technology with various kind of algorithms
used with paramount in smart home since past, future,
and present time. Considering this, the keenly intellec-
tive domicile can be tenacious as a domain that consists
of a highly accustomed application where users merge
all the incipient concepts and technologies. This auto-
mation has the feature of intelligent devices and appli-
ances that use wired as well as wireless technologies
and software to facilitate seamless integration of home
system.2,3

Although in the early stages, IoT and smart expecta-
tions are increasingly being transactional in homes
across the country. The Gardener research report fore-
cast that the IoT contrivances will be incremented by a
maximum of 24 billion IoT-enabled devices, and
Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) project will
grow by $1.7 trillion in economical IoT market.4 Due
to an enormous increase in these smart devices, the tra-
ditional methods of handling network like server-client
communications are profoundly cumbersome.5

Moreover, like Cyber Physical Social Systems (CPSS),
many applications share physical world entities in the
social systems. Many of them have interdependency
problems. The CPSS are relatively complex system and
have ranged to multiple complexes and various devices,
to highly heterogeneous networks. Cyber Physical
Systems (CPS) domains include manufacturing, smart
healthcare, smart grids, smart homes, smart cities, and
transportation.6

Furthermore, threats and attacks on the network
communication system produce many challenges
regarding security and privacy for the keenly intellec-
tive home. Pishva and Takeda7 reviewed and discussed
security threats in smart homes.8 The authors discussed
variants of attacks and obviation methodologies.
Depending on the appliance type and attack category,
the authors presented a summarized threat-likelihood
level that categorizes the attack potential. As the secu-
rity is on top of the list of consumer demands, the
approaches must consider scalability and availability
for efficiently monitoring and managing the network
which needs dynamic adoption capabilities for IoT
environment.9

To inhibit these issues and to achieve the trust and
integrity, an innovative exploration of blockchain tech-
nology and cloud computing for the distributed IoT
predicated smart home environment is presented in this
article. The distributed nature of blockchain makes it
brilliant to handle security for independently operating
entities in a smart home. Blockchain has an immutable
public record of data which is secured by peer-to-peer
participants. With the magnification of the 5G network

and edge devices, the blockchain sanctions more expe-
ditious and efficient communication without any single
point of failure.9,10 Because of decentralization nature
of blockchain technology, it ascertains scalability and
robustness utilizing resources of participating nodes
and eliminates the many-to-one traffic. It also
diminishes delay to overcome the single-point failure.

Over the year, cloud computing has offered services
through dynamically scalable and resource virtualiza-
tion mechanisms. It reveals a significant potential to
provide on-demand computing service to the consu-
mers with high flexibility, scalability, and availability.
In addition to these mechanisms, a multivariate correla-
tion analysis (MCA) detection technique is used to ana-
lyze the smart home network traffic flow which helps to
classify the correlation between the traffic features.

Security and privacy concerns in smart home are
rapidly growing in IoT networks. In Jacobsson and
Davidsson,11 authors mentioned many researches
toward a model of privacy and security for smart
homes. With the increasing of smart devices entering
into the market raises the concern of security and pri-
vacy in the IoT network. The integration platform
solution of large enterprises in technology has spread.
Amazon will leverage its smart home platform to
deliver home-made food directly to the refrigerator.
But security is a concern for the customer’s home
where the contractor can be robbed. In addition, future
passwords may be leaked out or your home may be
hacked. It is what a big player needs to plan.

Enterprise and homeowner data sharing is perhaps
the next generation of data distribution services in
smart home technology. For example, to order the
food it requires to maintain the refrigerator’s tempera-
ture for delivery purpose. Sharing of data with smart
device is of great interest to enterprises that manufac-
ture these products. It increases efficiency. Technology
is efficient enough to control the wireless volume, secu-
rity, and security appliance.

Distributed blockchain technology is useful for inter-
operating new use cases emerging in the diagnosis of
home appliances, energy saving, and prevention of
major damage in case of natural disaster.

Concerns, challenges, and lack of technology that is
introduced in smart home network are motives for pro-
viding a security architecture. Introducing blockchain
and MCA algorithm into the smart home will lead to
an effective innovation for security surveillance system
to combat crime, as many people are willing to work
from their home to protect their physical and intellec-
tual property. The need for reliable, scalable, manage-
able, secure, and energy-efficient smart home
environment is a motivation for conducting research in
smart home while exploring issues and challenges and
providing a solution. Based on the challenges and the
requirements of network technology which is applied in
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an IoT environment, the article contributions are as
follows:

� The article proposes an IoT smart home archi-
tecture based on cloud computing and block-
chain technology.

� The article explains the blockchain technology
applied in a smart home network for handling
the device transactions and uses green cloud
computing, which provides green service using a
green broker to reduce the environmental effects
of the proposed model.

� A security analysis algorithm is presented by
using MCA algorithm for detection of denial-of-
service (DoS)/ distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attack in the smart home network.

� The experimental analysis is performed in a
smart home network by using parameters like
memory utilization, network delay, and network
overhead with detailed results for execution time
and throughput.

The structure of the article is as follows: The
‘‘Related work’’ section describes related work on
blockchain technology, green cloud computing, chal-
lenges in IoT smart home and smart home services.
The proposed IoT based smart home architecture and
security analysis are explained in the ‘‘Proposed archi-
tecture’’ section. The ‘‘Experimental analysis’’ section
illustrates the performance evaluation of proposed
architecture. Finally, The ‘‘Conclusions’’ section con-
cludes the article.

Related work

This part discusses the details of the existing solutions
as well as technologies used in this article.

Distributed blockchain

A blockchain is a technique that allows all members to
maintain a containment ledger of all transaction data
and to update the ledger when there are new transac-
tions to maintain consistency. Blockchain is truly a
mechanism that grants everyone high accountability
with no missed transaction. It guarantees the validity of
transaction by maintaining a register on the node that
validates the transaction but also distributes that regis-
ter to the entire network. With the advancements of the
Internet and its encryption technology, it becomes pos-
sible for all members to verify the responsibilities of
transactions, so that dependency on authorized third
parties is resolved and a single point of failure is
removed.12

There are some obvious advantages to the idea of
building a smart machine that can communicate and
operate over a blockchain.

When data transactions occur across multiple net-
works owned and managed by multiple organizations,
permanent records mean that they can be tracked as
data. Blockchained records are inherently transparent.
All activity can be tracked and analyzed by anyone
with network connectivity. In addition, the ‘‘smart con-
tract’’ functionality provided by some blockchain net-
works, such as Ethereum, allows you to create
contracts that run when conditions are met. Blockchain
and IoT are promising technologies to keep. Both are
already widely and enthusiastically adopted in the
industry and public sector. One of the most interesting
aspects of blockchain technology is that data are not
stored in one central point but are completely decentra-
lized. This eliminates the need for a strong central
authority and gives the control back to the individual
user. Furthermore, for supply chain management,
blockchain technology offers the benefits of traceability
and cost-effectiveness. It is used to track the movement
of goods, origin, quantity, and so on. This brings a new
level of transparency to the B2B ecosystem.

To ensure that only legitimate transactions are added
to the blockchain, the network verifies that the new
transaction is valid and also prevent from invalidation
of the previous transaction. A new data block is added
to the blockchain only after the computer on the net-
work has reached an agreement on the validity of the
transaction. The consensus in the network is due to
other voting mechanisms and the most common one is
a proof of work that depends on the amount of process-
ing power donated to the network. Once a block is
added to the ledger, the block can be permanently
placed to it, and transactions contained in the block can
be accessed and verified by all users on the network.13

The blockchain is the structured list which stores
data in a similar format as a distributed database. It is
designed to be easily manipulated as the participants in
the networks store and verify blockchain. Each block in
the ledger has a header and body as shown in Figure 1.
The header contains the hash value of the current block
and previous block, a nonce, and a timestamp. The
body part consists of transactions. Index method is
used to retrieve the block data.

Green cloud computing

The researchers for the cloud computing are consider-
ing the unique advantage of empowering the comput-
ing system. Cloud computing provides the pay-per-use
type of service to eliminate upfront investments. The
basic five components of cloud computing that help to
build an efficient smart home are virtualization, multi-
tenancy, cloud storage, hypervisor, and cloud
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network.14 It must satisfy the service-level agreement
(SLA) with the wide variety of requirements by third-
party organizations to reach the quality of service. As
for a smart home is concerned, all the information will
be received from the nodes and send to the cloud via a
smart gateway.

For a cloud infrastructure, energy consumption and
carbon emissions are important concerns. The key
driver technology in an energy-efficient cloud is the pro-
cess of presenting a logical group or piece of computing
resources. Cloud computing also offers facilities for
green computing by delivering flexible, geographically
distributed, cost-effective, and energy-aware services.
There are many approaches related to virtualization in
order to eliminate the energy inefficiency problem and
get lower carbon emissions. As per the existing studies,
the carbon emission can be reduced to 30% per user by
migrating application in the cloud.15,16

Many other approaches also propose an optimiza-
tion cost model to calculate the cost of service and also
ideas of minimizing the power consumption. Several
factors are taken into consideration for calculating the
energy consumption such as single task as a unit,
related analysis tool, empirical method, and different
runtime task as well as scheduling of workload.17,18

IoT smart home challenges

Security and privacy: Communication of real-life
objects creates huge challenges in trust, security, and
privacy. IoT has already been facing many security
threats and attacks. Due to enormous data transmis-
sions, the communication of important data in the net-
work might be attacked by some adversaries such as
the man-in-the-middle (MitM) attack and DoS/DDoS
attack. IoT causes many unique challenges to privacy
such as data privacy issues and tracking devices for
phones and cars. In addition, voice recognition is being
integrated to listen to conversation for actively trans-
mitting data to cloud storage for processing.

Scalability and access control: Since IoT supports a
huge number of devices which connect and communi-
cate with each other, scalability is considered to be one
of the major challenges faced by the middleware
approach. Hence, a reliable middleware is required to
manage the number of devices which effectively handle
the scalability issues in order to function well in a small
and large IoT environment.19 Access control permits
users to access resources of IoT system. Due to an
increase in the number of devices as well as resource
demand, and low bandwidth between devices and
Internet, the system faces access control challenges. In
addition, because of unbounded number of resources
and subjects access control mechanism should be exten-
sible in structure, size, and users.

Availability and reliability: Dynamic and adaptive
functionalities are required to manage and monitor the
IoT infrastructure in a self-manageable mode. This will
allow a permanent solution to availability and reliabil-
ity for the dynamic and robust connection. The IoT
availability is explained by many researchers as closely
related to reliability requirement. The IoT system not
only needs to guarantee a certain level of performance
required by the application but also needs to exhibit
sufficient elasticity to maintain availability at the
desired level.

Confidentiality and integrity: Confidentiality is the
protection of information especially when shared in the
public network. It ensures users’ privacy and kept safe
the user private information. Confidentiality requires
an efficient cryptography and key management in order
to achieve high anonymity. In spite of several solutions,
still, there are attacks against confidentiality that
expose routing information and exchange data.20

Integrity ensures that there is no modification of data
in a smart home environment that faces issues of integ-
rity problem. An attacker can modify sensed data that
are to be stored in node or while it travels in the
network.21

Figure 1. An exemplary illustration of the structure of blockchain.
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Smart home services

Smart home involves a service provided at home that
enables residents to live more conveniently, comforta-
bly, and smoothly. Each subsystem is a kind of people’s
goal for intelligent households and corresponds to a
smart home-centric Cloud service.22

Environmental: Mainly centralized controllers are
associated with HVAC, water, auto-tuning, and adap-
tive or remote controllable lighting, which can make
your everyday life convenient and efficient and save
energy. Typical case: When one goes outside, devices
such as air conditioners, lights, gas, and other unwanted
household appliances operate in standby mode or turn
off to conserve energy and protect the home.

Security: If the motion and environmental detectors
detect abnormal home conditions (e.g. fuel/smoke,
leaks, window breakage, or trapped in the bathroom),
an alarm is generated and delivered to the homeowner
over the phone, the Internet, or via turning on the sur-
veillance camera. One can trigger a series of service
requests and responses after connecting to a vulnerable
zone or a corresponding service. Every member who
enters or leaves your home triggers the relevant solu-
tion (identity authentication, auto-lock).

Domestic appliances: Proposal and introduction of
the online recipe, automatic cooking and cleaning,
smart refrigerator with stock check, and so on.

Information and communication: Information from
the smart home is delivered to telephone and PC via
Internet using a security alarm and a home calendar,
and the relationship between the smart home system
and another service provider is established.

Health: The health monitor maintains vigilance at
the moment ‘‘when you are indoors’’ and periodically
measures vital sign parameters and gathers information
in patient’s records.

Security and privacy issues in CPSS

Because of more complex systems and heterogeneous net-
work, CPSS are more susceptible to the targeted attacks.
CPSS include cyberspace, physical space, and social
space. Malicious users can attack CPSS from multiple
link sources, such as GPS in social space or location data
coming from a user’s handheld device or user authentica-
tion information in cyberspace. If reasonable security and
privacy mechanisms are missing, a malicious attacker
may eavesdrop on that sensitive information.23

Indeed, security vulnerabilities have been found in
more and more cyber physical systems, such as elec-
tronic grid, smart transport system, and medical sys-
tem. Because of these vulnerabilities, many attacks
occur that results in a big concern on security and pri-
vacy in terms of integrity, availability, authenticity in
CPSS. Some attacks are as follows.24

Eavesdropping: CPS are particularly vulnerable to be
eavesdropped through traffic analysis, likewise inter-
cepting monitoring data transferred in the sensor net-
work collected through monitoring process. Privacy is
also compromised by eavesdropping attack such as
patient’s personal health status data transferred to the
system.

Compromised key attacks: In fact, an attacker can
gain a key even if the process is difficult and resource
intensive. For example, an attacker can capture a sensor
to perform a reverse engineering task to determine the
internal key. An attacker can impersonate a valid sen-
sor node to deceive to match a key with another sensor.

MitM attack: In CPS, authenticity is aimed at realizing
authentication in all related processes like sensing, com-
munication, and operations. In an MitM attack, a fake
message is sent to the operator and may take the form of
false negatives or false positives. As a result, the operator
can take actions such as turning over the breaker when it
is not necessary, or when it is necessary to act, everything
seems to be normal and action is not taken.

DoS attack: The CPS take place by embedding sen-
sing, computation, and communication technologies in
a physical system. After accessing the CPS network, an
attacker can create the following situation:

� Flood the controller or the entire sensor network
into traffic until an overload causes a shutdown.

� Incorrect shutdown or service behavior occurs if
incorrect data are sent to the controller or system
network.

� Block traffic to get loss of access to authorized
elements in the system from accessing network
resources.

MCA detection approach

MCA plays an important role in the field of data analy-
sis based on feature extraction technique of original
and legitimate data. This technique is characterized by
extracting the geometric correlation between network
traffic functions.25 Complete detection process consists
of three phases as shown in Figure 2.

Step 1: Initially, basic feature are generated from
admission traffic in defined interval.
Step 2: MCA applied the triangle area generation
module to separate the co relation between two par-
ticular features.
Step 3: Decision making of data based on training
and testing phase.

Existing research

Houbing et al.26 discussed the application area of CPS
along with specific domain in cybersecurity and pri-
vacy. In Houbing et al.,27 it is explored that CPS may
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help to improve the coordinated control, regulations,
monitoring system in smart city, and supporting sus-
tainability objects.

Amadeo et al.28 proposed a framework for smart
home service based on information centric network. A
three-layered architecture consists of remote cloud, fog
layer with smart home servers and end devices. The
framework supports real-time services deploying smart
monitoring and efficient control application.

Stojkoska and Trivodaliev29 have reviewed chal-
lenges and solution for IoT smart home toward narrow-
ing the gap between the existing state-of-the-art smart
home applications and the prospect of their integration
into an IoT-enabled environment. The author proposed
a framework that incorporates components of existing
IoT architecture. The article mentioned challenges of
data processing and communication protocols.

Yunchuan et al.30 promote the vision of Smart and
Connected Communities (SCC). The vision is to
improve preservation, livability, revitalization, attain-
ability, and security of a community. The authors pres-
ent TreSight, a case study that integrates IoT with
cyber physical cloud computing and big data for smart
tourism.

Proposed architecture

The proposed SH-BlockCC architecture will take the
advantage of cloud computing and blockchain technol-
ogy to achieve efficiency, scalability, and availability to
make the smart home greener. The architecture con-
tains four components, that is, smart home layer, block-
chain network, cloud computing, and service layer as
shown in Figure 3.

Smart home layer

Smart home represents a single family, intelligent
households which consists of many IoT devices and

other subsystems like security system, control system,
home theater, and so on. These devices have sensors
which communicate with each other through a centra-
lized application. The sensor devices data are commu-
nicating with cloud and their services. The data from
IoT network are received by cloud platform which also
integrate with other device data. It also combined with
business transaction data. Many smart home networks
require home services by the efficient service providers.

Distributed blockchain layer

Blockchain has recently received attention from stake-
holders in a variety of industries. The reason for this is
that blockchain technology allows applications to be
manipulated in a distributed fashion which previously
used to run through a trusted intermediary. It is an
openly distributed ledger which records multiple trans-
actions in an effective and verifiable way without any
master host in the entire chain. Similar practice can be
utilized with the same service contract without a central
authority. Blockchain technology provides a distribu-
ted peer-to-peer network in which untrusted individuals
without trusted intermediaries can communicate
empirically with each other.

Blockchain in distributed cloud storage. Decentralized and
trust: Blockchain brings decentralized structure which
has no single authority that approves the transaction.
To ensure trust in blockchain, the nodes in the network
have to reach the consensus to accept the transaction.

Complete privacy: In blockchain, each user maintains
its own key. It stores encrypted fragments of user data
using cryptocurrency system and has the potential to
overcome various privacy issues.

Facilitate resource usage and high quality: It facili-
tates the resource usages by its distributed application.
For example, a smart contract needs to execute
resource-demanding algorithm by using some crypto-
graphic functions. And that application provisions a
computer on demand resource algorithm from smart
contracts, by which the payment will happen automati-
cally after function have been executed.

In summary, by using the blockchain quality of ser-
vice can be improved by providing the traceability of
resource usage in a way that both customer and provi-
der can verify the SLA and also determine which party
is responsible for the reported faults.

Transaction handling of blockchain in smart home. All the
devices are managed by transactions and stored in the
local blockchain. The transaction can be done by local
device communication or between overlay nodes. Each
transaction is programmed for some functions such as
store and access, monitor, Mode of formation, and

Figure 2. MCA detection approach.
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remove. A shared key is used by all the transaction gen-
erated by the Diffie-Hellman algorithm. In the smart
home, to add any device the minor creates a genesis
transaction which is designed to add a new device to a
smart home by using a shared key. The lightly weighted
hashing is to detect the variations in the transaction
content. To get the user control over the transaction, a
shared key is used to allocate to the device by the min-
ors. And in order to allocate the key, the minors check
the policy header and ask the permission from the
owner and distribute the shared key. As a result, the
device is able to communicate as long as the key is
valid.

Adding a new device is done through the genesis pro-
cess, whereas for accessing the data, two different meth-
ods are followed: the first one is local access and the
second is access the cloud. For local access, the device
sends a request to the miner to check the permission
and take the data from local storage. For access to the
cloud, a miner can request the data from cloud storage
and send it back to the device.

The device can also demand to store the data on
local storage as well as on cloud storage. The whole

process is called store transaction. For locally storing
the data, the device requires authentication to the local
storage and send a request to miners to check that
weather device has to store permission or not. If per-
mission is allowed, the key is shared between the device
and local storage and device can store the data directly
to local storage. To store the data in the cloud, it
requires identical blocks associated with the unique
number. The block number and hash of the saved data
are used by the user for authentication. After the suc-
cessful authentication process, the data packets from
the user are stored in the block along with hash in
First-in-First-out (FIFO) order. Therefore, the service
provider can access the data and provide smart services
efficiently.

In summary, the smart home consists of a number of
different types of IoT devices connected to each other
through a network. The devices are managed by the
local blockchain. As the smart home IoT devices are
resource-constrained devices, symmetric key encryption
is used for the local transaction. The block manager is
responsible for managing the blockchain. It manages
the generation, verification, and storages of individuals

Figure 3. Proposed smart home architecture.
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as well as blocks of the transaction. Every smart home
maintains a local ledger which processes all local and
overlay transactions of the smart home. The Diffie-
Hellman algorithm is used for key exchange between
two entities.

Overlay network. An overlay network is a computer net-
work which consists of a large number of nodes con-
nected by virtual links. It is built on the top of another
network. Since overlay network consists of many nodes
(which maintain the scalability and decreases overhead),
cluster head of each cluster is selected by using a cluster-
ing algorithm as discussed in Abbasi and Younis.31 The
whole network is managed by public blockchain. As a
result, the cluster head is also known as Overlay Block
Managers (OBM) as shown in Figure 4. Overlay BCs
are maintained on all CHs in the overlay network,
including multiple signed transactions sent by cloud
storage and access transactions. Unlike Bitcoin mining,
each CH independently determines whether to retain or
discard a new block based on communication with the
received transaction partner. This could lead to differ-
ent versions of BC for each CH.

Transaction in the overlay network is done by
requester node which generates the transaction and
requester which is transaction receiver. This is called
overlay transaction and it uses asymmetric encryption,
digital signature, and digital hash function. The whole
network relies on public key infrastructure (PKI) sys-
tem and each node maintains its public key. Certificate
Authority (CA) approves the node’s public key with

the signed certificate. To initiate any transaction, the
node creates genesis transaction which includes certifi-
cate which is verified by OBM. Overlay transactions
are broadcast and verified by the OBMs. Overlay net-
work act as a peer-to-peer network to get anonymity at
internet protocol (IP) layer.32 An OBM verifies a trans-
action by validating the signature of the transaction
participants with their public key. All the valid transac-
tions are stored in a predefine block. In addition, the
OBM verifies if the previous transaction of each trans-
action, which is stored in the previous transaction field,
exists in the public BC. Each OBM maintains a list of
three things: (a) public key of requester that can access
smart home data attached to this cluster, (b) public key
of requester which is a list of smart home public keys
connected to the cluster where access is permitted, and
(c) a list of transaction that forward to other OBM.

Access transaction for IoT device. To provide a decentra-
lized access of IoT data, a requester joins a consortium
blockchain network which is a decentralized peer-to-
peer network and runs its own blockchain. It is respon-
sible for securing logging of incoming request of user’s
IoT data and performing access control to those
requests. Therefore, requester joins consortium net-
work via client application, that is, the user can make
the request data. Now, for IoT data sharing, the local
blockchain manager of smart home adds the requester
public key to its smart contract. The local blockchain
or private blockchain is also known as sidechains. The
sidechain network generally forms with grouping the

Figure 4. An overview of overlay network connecting smart home, OBM, and cloud storage.
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IoT devices used for any singular use case. User can
own its own sidechain networks and each are responsi-
ble for maintaining secure log IoT data operations
within the network. One more benefits of making side-
chain is that the IoT devices participating in one side-
chain’s consensus algorithm, there is no need to
validate transactions occurs in other different side-
chains. Now, after adding the public key of requester
to the sidechain of smart contract have gotten the
access privilege. At this moment, the validator node
which has higher computational power, storage space
and have IoT device’s unique public and private key,
added the same requester’s public key to the list of
authorized requester in the consortium network.

To access the users’ IoT data, the requester signs the
access request transaction using his private key and fol-
lows the flow chart of step taken in response to an
incoming access request on the consortium network as
shown in Figure 5. After receiving encrypted
InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) hash file, the reques-
ter can decrypt it with its private key. Therefore, it
ensures the privacy of data and no alteration of data
within the network. A wise agreement on the consor-
tium blockchain also prevents the requester from flood-
ing the consortium blockchain with illegal request
transactions. If the requester makes a specified number
of consecutive failure requests, the smart contract
removes the associated public key from the list of
approved supplicants.

Cloud layer

Green broker and CSP. To make the cloud service more
energy efficient, green broker plays an important role
in selecting the service provider for the users. Broker

manages the client request more in a more environmen-
tally friendly manner while dealing with all the three
main services of SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. Each broker
has a public directory which has a record of service cost
value, carbon emission, access time, and other informa-
tion. It also has job scheduler, job selector, carbon
emissions calculator. Generally, the three elements that
are included while offering green cloud are the
following:

� Third party: It has carbon emission directory
listing their cloud service and respected energy
efficiency.

� Users: Selecting most green cloud providers
� Providers: Enabling the most carbon efficient

operation of clouds

In this way, enterprises can reduce the carbon foot-
print by at least 30% per user by migrating applications
to the cloud.

Multi-tenancy and data center efficiency. The new service
model that leverages virtualization and remote access in
cloud computing has expanded the implications of
multi-tenancy architecture. For example, a SaaS provi-
der can run one instance of an application on one data-
base instance and provides web access to different
customers. In this case, data are isolated for each tenant
without visibility to others. Multi-tenancy can be cost-
effective because it shares software development and
maintenance costs.

As far as the efficiency of the data center in the cloud
is concerned, it mostly impacts the energy consumption
of cloud computing. The efficient technology used in
the data center will improve the power usage efficiency

Figure 5. Methodology for access request transaction of IoT device.
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and realizes several benefits such as managing redun-
dancy in multiple servers in multiple locations. Cloud
computing allows accessing and interchange services
among the data centers by using virtualized services,
monitoring an account.

Cloud topological structure. It is same structure as typical
cloud structure on a smart home. The difference comes
through by adding the smart home as a kind of infra-
structure and integrating middleware into cloud plat-
form to make the smart home resource available. At
the gateway, smart home acts like a single virtualized
node. The nodes that belong to the cluster are compo-
nents of smart home cloud and are parts of cloud archi-
tecture distinguished only by the types of service to be
provided. Home gateway controls all the services and
makes them available to the devices outside of the
home. Connecting the smart home automation to
clouds, it aims to build the intelligence space which
interconnects the home appliances and links to the ser-
vice provided by the clouds. It also allowed the third
parties to create and deploy their own appliances. It
also searches for external resources and notifies home
appliances how to use them.

Green cloud computing. Power management: the model
aims to efficiently maintain the power management of
the data center. It focuses on resource efficiency that
reduces servers’ power consumption or data center
space. That means with less equipment plugged in, data
center will consume less energy.

Service scheduler: Considering of many smart home
connected and build smart building and city, it assigns
requests to VMs and determines the resource entitle-
ments to allocate the VMs. It also decides to add or
remove VMs as per demand.

Service analyzer: This interprets and analyzes the
submitted requests before deciding whether to accept
or reject the Smart Home’s service requirements. As a
result, smart home needs the latest load and energy
information through the VM Manager and the green
broker on the Energy Monitor, respectively.

Resource analyzer: It manages the availability of
smart home services to end users in the efficient way. It
manages the resources to improve the cloud computing
performance by reducing energy consumption, e-waste,
as well as using heterogeneous and geographically dis-
tributed resource to meet smart home clients’ request.

Smart home oriented cloud. It considers the smart home
that merges into a cloud to get more information from
the cloud and services. The cloud is not based on the
current cloud architecture, but it extends its service
offerings to provide special and efficient home services

for digital consumer electronics. The three basic ele-
ments which enable home automation become easy and
fit for future demands. (a) The infrastructure part that
consists of many physical and virtual resources
designed for cloud service delivery which is managed
by large computing power, storage, and network
resources. (b) The platform consists of resource and the
security management module. Resource module man-
ages the system process detection and implements
resource virtualization. And security management
module protects the cloud security, including reliability
and authentication, data investigation, and reconfi-
guration. A PaaS-based cloud can provide service pro-
viders with a platform to deploy tailored services to
smart home consumers. (c) The service layer interacts
with the service providers and smart home users. Its
focuses on application service through application pro-
gram interface (API) interface provided by the cloud
platform. Users use services or applications provided
by smart home clouds, enterprise public clouds, or
other third-party clouds.

Security analysis of DoS/DDoS attack in the smart
home

This section presents the analysis of smart home net-
work based on anomalies in the traffic. The anomaly
detection algorithms presented in this section detects
and acts against the DoS/DDoS attack. The goal is to
test the smart home experience with IoT devices and to
initiate internal and external attacks on IoT devices to
validate our approach. Algorithm 1 and algorithm 2
are service providers for the client and detection and

Algorithm 1. Security approach for smart home network

1: Start
2: state Service provide
3: while (t12T has not expired) do
4: if (client ci is authenticated == ‘‘Yes’’) then
5: if (query qi is matched == ‘‘Yes’’) then
6: if (qi is identified as old packet query == ‘‘No’’) then
7: Process for the response to ci

8: else if
9: Detection and mitigation as in Algorithm 2

10: Update database
11: end
12: else
13: Response to ci that the qi is not valid
14: end
15: else
16: Deny the query
17: Update database
18: end
19: end
20: end
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mitigation of attack, respectively, for the smart home
network.

Process flow. The flow of the security approach in the
smart home network is initialized with algorithm 1
which provides service to the authenticated client.
Initially algorithm 1 for the time period t1 home gate-
way checks for the client authentication and then ana-
lyzes the query packet qi whether the query is valid or
not as per the data available in the database. The home
gateway also checks for some packet, if it is an old
query that means it is not a new flow in the network. It
processes the request and responds to the client.
Otherwise, if the packet query is a new flow, it will go
for further analysis as per algorithm 2 for the detection
and mitigation. Initially, for the time t2, the new packet
query qi is forwarded to detection mechanism from
where it checks whether the signature of the query
packet is with known attack database. If the signature
of query packet is matched with an already existed mal-
icious packet signature, it immediately discards and
notifies the home controller. Otherwise, it extracts the
feature qi for the traffic using Triangle Area Map
(TAM) of MCA25. And then check anomaly pattern pi
of qi analyzed by MCA detection methods to get the
correlation features among the traffic.

When there is any anomaly or infected packets enter
into the home network, an alert is generated with

updating notification to the home gateway and the
packet is forwarded to the further analysis in the intelli-
gence security analysis. The intelligence system finds
the data-flow diagram (DFD) and gets the vulnerability
from vulnerability templates. If the vulnerability is
detected, it discards the packet, updates the rule, stores
the pattern in the block as a transaction of the node,
and informs to the known attack database using block-
chain technology. If there is no vulnerability found, it
will simply forward the packet to the home network.

The home network protects potential Internet-based
attackers through NAT services. However, client
devices can exploit the Universal Plug-n-Play (UPnP)
port forwarding feature in typical home gateways,
exposing them to Internet attacks. Though protocol-
specific traffic is characterized by known packet header,
we apply the rules in the home controller to capture the
traffic and forward to the detection and analysis engine.
The rules ensure normal forwarding of the traffic and
sending a mirror copy to the analysis engine. This
allows the home controller to provide data plane for-
warding affected by intrusion detection process. The
MCA is applied to traffic in which the basic feature
generation for individual records is divided into two
categories based on raw or original features and nor-
mal. In MCA analysis, the triangle area map generation
is applied to extract the correlation between distinct
features from traffic records. Triangle area map stored
all the extracted correlations which are then used to
replace the normalized features. This helps to distin-
guish the legitimate and the anomaly traffic records.

DoS attacks traffic works on valid network traffic,
and the behavior of network traffic is responded by the
statistical nature of the detection system. To illustrate
this statistical nature, this module presents the MCA
approach in the DoS attack detection module. Here,
the MCA employs the triangle area to improve correla-
tion information between features in the observed data
objects in the system.

Profile generation. In this module, a normal profile pre-
sents a threshold-based anomaly detector generated
using purely valid network traffic records and uses it to
compare against new incoming traffic survey records.
By applying the proposed triangular area-based MCA
approach initially, we analyze the valid network traffic
and use the generated TAM to obtain the most unique
properties for generic profile generation in the system.
In this module, a normal profile presents a threshold-
based anomaly detector generated using purely valid
network traffic records and uses it to compare against
new incoming traffic survey records. By applying the
proposed triangular area-based MCA approach ini-
tially, we analyze the valid network traffic and use the

Algorithm 2. Anomaly detection and mitigation

1: Start
2: state Detection and mitigation
3: while (t22T has not expired) do
4: Arrive a new query qi

5: if (qi == ‘‘Yes’’) then
6: Check the signature si of qi with known attack
7: if (si == True) then
8: Discard the qi

9: else
10: Extract the feature of the qi for the traffic using

TAM of MCA
11: Check the anomaly pattern pi of qi

12: if (pi == True) then
13: Apply reaction service by security intelligence
14: Find the DFD using vulnerability templates
15: if (True) then
16: Anomaly detection occur
17: Update the database using blockchain
18: else
19: Forward the qi to provide service
20: end
21: end
22: end
23: end
24: end
25: end
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generated TAM to obtain the most unique properties
for generic profile generation in the system.

In the detection mechanism, it is an intelligent secu-
rity model which essentially cooperates and utilizes the
latest knowledge base. It is a collaboration scheme of
the following three security services. Protection services
are designed to reduce attacks.

Detection service receives activity data from smart
home applications, devices, and networks; analyzes
captured home network data; and finally detects
anomalies. With the help of the defense mechanism, the
reaction service helps the smart home to survive all
attacks. These security services are designed using
dynamic algorithms, and currently, there is a strong
linkage between these services to defend against possi-
ble and invisible attacks. When an intrusion is detected,
the discovery service orders the response service and
minimizes further attacks by sharing the discovery
detection experience with the protected service. The
response service responds to action commands from
the detection service to eliminate the risk of system
malfunction and share the behavioral experience with
detection and protection services. These reaction ser-
vices are designed using dynamic algorithm and they
have strong linkage between these services against pos-
sible attacks. The reaction services also mitigate the
vulnerability by analyzing data flow diagram. In addi-
tion, Active Security System (ASSYST) is designed to
provide a mechanism to respond to DDoS attacks.
This is a router-level architecture, whose components
are internal to the network router and have nothing to
do with end systems. The system is powered by the out-
put from an external intrusion detection system (IDS)
that performs real-time traffic analysis, with the goal of
detecting potential attack attempts.

Attack detection. This section describes a threshold-
based anomaly detector that is used to generate regular
profiles using legitimate network traffic records and
compare them with future newly received survey traffic
records. The difference between new incoming traffic
records and each regular profile is checked by the pro-
posed detector. If the dissimilarity is greater than the
predetermined threshold, the traffic record is flagged as
an attack. Otherwise, it is displayed as a legitimate traf-
fic record. Obviously, the normal profiles and thresh-
olds directly influence the performance of the detector
based on the threshold. Low-quality regular profiles
cause erroneous characterization of legitimate network
traffic. Thus, we applied the proposed triangulation
area-based MCA method first, analyzed legitimate net-
work traffic, and used high-quality features for normal
profile generation using the generated TAM provide.

The normal profile generation for l number of legiti-
mate traffic record Rnormal = rnormal

1 ,
�

rnormal
2 . . . . . . . . . :

rnormal
l g is analyzed by MCA approach by TAM genera-
tion. The number of legitimate traffic in lower part of
TAM in the traffic is

Rnormal
TAMlower

= TAM
normal, 1
lower , TAM

normal, 2
lower , . . . TAM

normal, l
lower

� �

The Mahalanobis Distance (MD) is used to measure
the traffic records, and to differentiate the traffic
records from legitimate traffic, a threshold selection is
required and defined as Threshold =m+s 3 n. For
normal distribution n is ranged from 1 to 3.33 This
means that we would like to determine the detection
with a certain degree of confidence in the range 68% to
99.7% associated with the selection of various values of
n. Therefore, if the observed MD is greater than the
threshold, it is considered an attack.

Security and privacy analysis. As for as the smart home
concerns, security is very important issue to deal with
it. Introducing the blockchain in the smart home net-
work at very large scale brings a lot of security
advantages.

Fulfilling security requirement for IoT smart home:
For the IoT smart home blockchain comes with great
data protection capabilities. Having immutable decen-
tralized ledger technology is used for monitoring as
well as copying backup of transactions between con-
nected devices in the smart home networks. The integ-
rity and confidentiality come from seamless message
exchange transaction through smart contracts. In addi-
tion, service quality and authenticity are two important
concerns for all customers. Because these smart con-
tract act as agreements between communication devices
which do not required intermediates. It ensures end-to-
end privacy policy.

The third important security parameter is availabil-
ity of services in smart home network. Blockchain pro-
vides the availability in terms of responsiveness by
defining the notion of transaction commit needed by
running applications. To increase the availability in the
smart home, there should be protection service against
malicious attack. One way to resolve the issue is by lim-
iting the transaction of those objects which has already
established the shared key. Transaction received from
the overlay network is authorized by minors. In addi-
tion, MCA detection approach in the proposed algo-
rithm will help to mitigate the DDoS attack by
identifying the malicious packets and provide the
resource available to the smart home running
application.

Traceability of transaction: Blockchain provides a
digital record where no one can change it rather confir-
mation from sender receiver and miners. This is the big
advantage of introducing blockchain in smart home
network where for each transaction, user login are
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saved and records. It also protects from the insider
threat and notifies the miners immediately.

Evidence basis blockchain: Blockchain will help in
the field of cyber forensics by providing the evidence
based as all activities are recorded and stored in the led-
ger. Companies can compete against fraud, financial
crime, and digital rights theft. Defining all logs is one
of the main goals of cyber forensic experts and keeping
track of all activities (and its time) created by network
participants.

Minimizing human error in smart home: Preparing
the documents on paper for smart homes will be vul-
nerable for security reason such as data theft, loss of
important documents, and data changes. The company
that provides the smart home should manage very
strong password and manage very strong security to
manage and protect it. This will become more costly in
terms of overall budget of smart home. Therefore,
blockchain will provide a good solution with great data
protection by providing and deploying encrypted iden-
tity Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate and hash
function included and verified on distributed ledger.

Mitigating DDoS attack: As growing the smart
homes and built large size IoT network, the adversaries
are more attracted to deploy the DDoS attack on it.
Our proposed architecture protects against DDoS
attack using its hierarchical and MCA detection
approach. All the transaction is monitored and verified
by miners, and it is very difficult and impossible to
compromise them. Whether the IoT device of smart
home is compromised by attackers will be analyzed by
MCA approach.

Experimental analysis

Detailed performance evaluation of the proposed archi-
tecture was performed in various scenarios. We per-
formed the identification accuracy test of attack
detection model using network traffic. The security
model analyzes the anomaly detection in the smart
home network. This section shows the results of the
evaluation. In addition, we evaluate performance eva-
luation using blockchain technology in the smart home
tier and overlay for their independent operation.

Experimental setup

For the implementation of the proposed system,
ZigBee technology is used which is based on IEEE
802.15.4 standard. The Ad Hoc communication vary-
ing range of smart home is approximate 15 3 21 sq.m.
The data rate is 200 kbps with large-scale low power
configuration. These features make ZigBee the ideal
communication technology in smart home networks.
The simulation parameters are as shown in Table 1.

Evaluation data set

We used the CASAS dataset34 to evaluate attack detec-
tion capability. CASAS datasets are smart home-based
data sets. It is a research project by Washington State
University (WSU). The CASAS project treats the envi-
ronment as an intelligent agent. The environment where
the controller is used that address the status of the
occupant and its surroundings. These are recognized
using sensors that enhances the comfort, safety, and
productivity of the occupant.35,36 In the smart home,
various kinds of sensors are used which are located in a
different location within the smart home such as sensor
door, refrigerator sensor, boiler sensor, the sensor in
the kitchen area. By testing this dataset approach, it
has become possible to contribute attractive evaluation
and compare with other methods. Zero percent of the
labeled data is being used by evaluation process which
includes legitimate traffic and smart home–specific pro-
tocol traffic.

Performance evaluation of security parameters in
smart home network

TPR (True Positive Ratio) and FPR (False Positive
Ratio) are the performances metrics to determine the
accuracy of the proposed model. Positive likelihood
and negative likelihood are metrics measured by the
ratio of TPR with FPR (False negative Ratio) and
FNR to TNR (True negative Ratio), respectively. The
SH-BlockCC gives better result as compared with
TRW-CB, NetAD, and MaxEnt (Table 2).36

As shown in Figure 6, the throughput of our pro-
posed model is approximately 75 Mbps maximum. In

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Network simulator Netsim
No. of the nodes 20
Simulation time 100 s
Data rate 200 kbps
Network area 15 3 21 sq.m.
Size of the packet 512 bytes

Table 2. Comparison of performance metrics.

Average
FPR

Average
TPR

+ ve
likelihood

–ve
likelihood

TRW-CB .50 .80 1.6 .40
NetAD .50 .78 1.56 .44
MaxEnt .50 .82 1.64 .36
SH-BlockCC .50 .89 1.78 .22

FPR: False Positive Ratio; TPR: True Positive Ratio.
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the normal case, as the number of blocks increases, and
for increased transaction, the throughput increases. At
the time of t where number of blocks are 1000, there is
a flooding attack in the network, the throughput of the
system immediately decreases because of too much con-
gestion and processing of packets in the network. After
some duration of time, it becomes uniform to some
extent and then gradually increases and recovers at a
certain level.

Performance evaluation using blockchain technology

Here, we evaluate the various performance aspects of
the proposed model. We separately evaluate the smart
home tier and overlay for their independent operation.
Here we use two simulators as follows:

Cooja: It is built over Contiki OS which is optimized
to be little memory and minimal processing capabil-
ities. Cooja is well suited for resource-constrained
IoT devices. It emulates various functions of IoT
devices such as lighting, heating, and pressure.37

Netsim: It is a simulator and emulator to test IoT
networks and applications. Here we used it to evalu-
ate the overlay performance.

Blockchain-based proposed model experiences com-
putational overhead and time overhead on the smart
home device. To evaluate this, we conduct simulation
using Cooja and Netsim for local block manager device
to get time and energy consumption, since the local
block manager processes all the transactions and per-
forms both symmetric and asymmetric encryption.
Amazon EC2 cloud data center is directly connected to

miners to store the data. Here, we evaluate the store
and access simulations. A low resource constrains com-
munication protocol is used for smart home setting.
Four Z1 mote sensors are used for simulation which
periodically sends the data to the miner for every 5 s.

Memory utilization of the SH-BlockCC is shown in
Figure 7. The figure shows the memory utilization for
the different block size of one, two, and five transac-
tions per block. As the transaction increases per block,
the memory utilized can be reduced. If the number of
blocks is increased due to the fixed transaction, more
memory is occupied. The results shows higher memory
is utilized for lower transaction and vice versa. If the
transaction per block is increasing up to a limit where
it meets the block size, then the new block will be auto-
matically formed. However, the memory utilization
increases with increasing the number of transactions
per block. Therefore, more number of transactions per
block will reduce memory utilization.

The execution time and network delay are shown in
the Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The execution time is
measure at the starting point where the block is created
and processed. However, both execution time and net-
work delay in millisecond (ms) are increasing as the
number of blocks and transaction are increasing.

Network overhead in blockchain application is the
traffic overhead occurred in the network. Here, we eval-
uate the network overhead by varying the number of
nodes in consortium network. As shown in Figure 10,
for the increased number of nodes, the network over-
head is also increasing accordingly. It is happened due
to the fact that the multiple transactions between nodes
are increasing, establishing the consensus among nodes,
and during miner selection process.

Figure 6. Throughput of the system.
Figure 7. Memory utilization of the system.
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Scaling the blockchain

To scale the blockchain, we took approximately 100
nodes. The metrics involved to measure the scalibility in

the our simulation are letancy and bandwidth consump-
tion per node. We increase the network size in terms of
nodes commnicated. Figure 11 depicts the latency for
different number of micro blocks. Initially, the latency
rate is low as the less number of nodes are participating
in the network. However, as the network size is grow-
ing, the latency rate is getting higher because of more
processing time were consumed by the nodes. The
bandwidth consumption of the network increases with
increasing the network size and number of blocks as
shown in Figure 12. It is because of broadcasting of all
blocks to the networks.

Figures 13 and 14 are the comparisions of our pro-
posed framework with core model of delay occurred
and throughput, respectively. The proposed framework
includes the blockchain concept to increase its perfor-
mance; however, core model is pure cloud based that

Figure 8. Execution time.

Figure 9. Network delay.

Figure 10. Network overhead.

Figure 11. Latency (with Blocks).

Figure 12. Bandwidth.
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does not uses the blockchian concept. The variation in
the dealy associated with the number of nodes by the
IoT devices shows an increase in delay as the number
of nodes increases in the network. Compared to the
core data center, there is less in delay than proposed
model. We also compared the throughput in the normal
scenerio where there is no attack occurred (Figure 13).
The throughput of proposed model increases as the
number of request increases by the IoT nodes. The out-
put results in this figure provides higher throughput in
proposed model compared with core infrastructure and
TRW-CB. Whereas in attack case, the throughput
shown in Figure 15, after some time of running the
application at time t = 60 s, there is a flooding attack
in the network, the throughput of the system rapidly
decreases, but less decreasing than core model and
TRW-CB. And it recovers fastly than other two up to a
certain level. The proposed model recovers more fastly
than other two method because of lack of proper

methodology. On the other hand, the proposed model
effectively handles the flooding attack by MCA algo-
rithm and continuously checking the request by the
validator in construim blockchian network. The
unauthorized request transaction were denied after a
certain unsuccessful number of request.

Comparision with existng researches and discussion

This section provides us the analysis of our proposed
work compared with the existing works. The compari-
son analysis is based on security parameters confidenti-
ality, authentication, availability, integrity, and privacy.

Acs and Castelluccia38 proposed a scheme for pri-
vacy preserving of smart meter in smart home by utiliz-
ing homomorphic encryption. The algorithm provides
the confidential and privacy of smart meter.

The integrity of message and authentication are
achieved by Mantoro et al.39 This research is about
defense mechanism using smart phone. The scheme uti-
lizes Diffie-Hellman and RC4-based hash functions to
secure authentication and assure integrity of message
communicated between devices. Lee et al.40 proposed a
frequency Quorum Rendezvous (FQR) that exploits a
random spectrum-based wireless communication for
protecting against powerful attacks. IDS are deployed
against DoS attack.

Moosavi et al.41 proposed a secure architecture
based on Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS)
handshake protocol. This work focuses on authentica-
tion and authorization for IoT devices. It uses a more
secure key management scheme between sensor nodes
and the smart gateway. Furthermore, the impact of
DoS attacks is reduced due to the distributed nature of
the architecture.

A secure IoT-based smart home automation system
was developed by Pirbhulal et al.42 To facilitate energy-

Figure 13. Overall Latency.

Figure 14. Throughput (Normal case).

Figure 15. Throughput (Attack case).
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efficient data encryption, a method namely Triangle
Based Security Algorithm (TBSA) based on efficient key
generation mechanism was proposed. The developed
IoT-based system fulfills the security requirements.

Table 3 shows that SH-BlockCC covers all security
parameters compare with the existing work. Therefore,
the model SH-BlockCC fulfills the security require-
ments of the smart home network.

Conclusions

The article presented an efficient and secure smart
home architecture based on cloud computing and
blockchain technology. Cloud computing extended the
domain of smart-home to get benefit from cloud provi-
ders to the users. The efficient broker managed the
selection of energy-efficient service providers to the end
users and blockchain technology provides a peer-
to-peer network where non-trustable nodes are commu-
nicating to efficient processing network. We used
encryption and hashing algorithm in blockchain tech-
nology to achieve confidentiality and integrity in a local
smart home network and an overlay network.
Authorization is achieved by policy header and shared
key between device and miners, and availability is
achieved by acceptable transactions between devices
and miners. In addition, we also discussed MCA detec-
tion algorithm that is applied to the smart home net-
work for identifying the correlation between traffic
features. Overall, the proposed architecture provides a
network attack detection and response system at smart
homes. According to our results in terms of receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve, CPU utilization,
throughput time overhead, and network overhead, our
proposed architecture can make the smart home more
secure and efficient.
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